
MoGo Talk is the only high performance Bluetooth headset and case custom 
designed for the iPhone 3G or iPhone 3GS. When in action, the headset sits 
comfortably in-ear and delivers high fidelity crystal clear conversations.  The 
headset also features Talk and Dock functionality enabling the headset to fold 
flat and snap seamlessly & securely into an accompanying sleek, low-profile 
iPhone protective case.

Overview

MoGo Talk reinvents the Bluetooth headset by combining headset form and function 

in an elegantly powerful communication device that integrates seamlessly with your 

iPhone 3G or iPhone 3GS. MoGo Talk delivers great looks and great sound without the 

awkward bulk of older designs.

Fully integrated into your iPhone 3GS

Ultra slim, light, small and comfortable, MoGo Talk’s sophisticated and minimalist 

design enables the headset to easily fold flat and snap in and out of its MoGo Dock 

protective case—which fits seamlessly on the back of an iPhone 3GS or iPhone 3G.

High Fidelity Sound with SoundMonitor™ + SmartAudio™ Technology

The MoGo Talk headset delivers two-way crystal clear conversations leveraging 

powerful SmartAudio active noise compensation & echo cancellation technology that is 

perfectly complemented by the SoundMonitor™ balanced armature driver technology, 

previously reserved for in-ear monitors used by top musicians.

SoundShape™ for Superior Comfort + Fit

The Exclusive SoundShape™ eartip design naturally flex-forms and fits the contours of 

your ear. These eartips provide comfortable yet secure long-term wear along with more 

than 15dB of passive noise-cancellation to block ambient noise and supply rich bass 

response.

Features

Exclusive custom designed iPhone case with integrated MoGo Talk headset•	

SoundShape™ eartip design passively blocks up to 15dB of ambient noise  and •	

provides a comfortable customizable fit

SmartAudio™ Speech Enhancement for clear, crisp calls•	

SoundMonitor™ balanced armature driver technology delivers High-fidelity sound •	

previously found only in high-fidelity in-ear monitors

Easy to use headset - one button operation•	

Jewelry-quality, stainless steel casing delivers unmatched style and function•	

Low-profile Folding earpiece Boom enabling the headset to store completely flat •	

on the phone

Recommended for...

Any iPhone 3GS or iPhone 3G user who needs a high performance, stylish headset 

that is always with you and your iPhone.

Technical specifications

Talk time: 4 hours•	

Standby time: 72 hours•	

Range: 33 ft./10 m•	

Universally Compatible: Bluetooth 2.1 •	

Easy Pairing: Pairs with up to 5 devices•	

Echo suppression•	

Active noise compensation•	

Dimensions (HxWxD): 0.94 x 1.97 x 0.2 in./2.4 x 5.0 x 0.5 cm•	

Weight: 0.32 oz./9 g•	

What’s in the box?

MoGo Talk High Performance Bluetooth Headset•	

MoGo Dock Gloss Black iPhone charging case•	

SoundShape eartips in six comfort fit sizes•	

Micro USB Charging cable•	

Quick start guide•	

MoGo Talk Bluetooth Headset for iPhone 3G + 3GS
Custom designed exclusively for the iPhone 3G and 3GS

Ultimate Convenience - Never lose your headset again; it 

stores on your phone

Powerful SmartAudio and SoundMonitor Technology 

deliver clean, crisp, crystal clear conversations

SoundShape comfort Ear Tips flex-form to the ear for a 

superior fit and also block ambient noise

Charge MoGo Talk headset in the protective MoGo Dock 

case via Micro USB Cable
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